
Coaching Resource



What is MST?
Mental skills training (MST) is the learning and implementation of

mental techniques that assist individuals in the development of mental
skills to achieve performance success and wellbeing.

The Benefits of MST
Mental techniques and skills allow individuals to maximise their own
experience, learning and performance within training and match
situations. 

Young players with greater mental skills are more able to:. Optimally regulate their mental state throughout training 
and competition. Understand what they need to do to perform at their best. Learn technical and tactical skills more efficiently. Evaluate their own performance and develop strategies to improve. Take responsibility for their own rugby development. Sustain a prolonged healthy involvement in rugby

Coaches who apply greater mental skills benefit because they are 
more able to:. Improve their performance as a coach. Deal with challenging situations more effectively. Gain a greater sense of satisfaction from their coaching

When coaches use mental skills their players benefit because they 
are able to:. Be a positive role model for their players. Provide a greater range of support and coaching to their players. Create a positive and supportive environment for their players. Develop more skilful, successful and fulfilled individual players

MENTAL SKILLS TRAINING
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The MST Approach
To maximise positive outcomes (e.g. performance), a positive mental
state is required, involving optimal thoughts and feelings. 
Remember the interrelationships between thoughts, feelings and
behaviours.

For example, if a player (or coach) has negative thoughts (e.g. “I don’t
think I can do this”) he or she is likely to experience negative emotions
(e.g. distress, upset, concern) and performance suffers. Alternatively,
positive thoughts will lead to positive feelings and will likely be tied to
optimal performance.

The environment coaches create will also impact on thoughts, feelings
and performance. For example, if a player feels that making a mistake is
not acceptable then an unsuccessful performance is likely to lead to
negative thoughts, feelings and subsequently performances. However, if
mistakes are viewed as a constructive part of learning then errors are
likely to lead to effective refocusing and renewed effort. As a result,
more positive thoughts and feelings are likely to be experienced by the
player.

PERFORMANCE

FEELINGSTHOUGHTS
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The MST Process
Understanding the process of MST is important if we are to implement
it with players. It helps to differentiate between what we are trying to
achieve and how we achieve it by distinguishing the terms mental
techniques, mental skills and mental qualities.

Mental Techniques are the ‘how’, the strategies that we employ
e.g. Goal setting, self-talk, imagery, centering, routines

Mental Skills are ‘what’, the ability to regulate one’s own mental state
e.g. Developing confidence, maintaining optimal arousal, controlling
emotions

Mental Qualities are the end result, the optimal mental state we want
to achieve.

e.g. Robust confidence, optimal arousal, positive emotions

Increasing the use of mental techniques gives coaches and players more
tools to achieve an optimal mindset.
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USING THIS RESOURCE
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This resource has been designed to be used in conjunction with 
Scottish Rugby’s Long Term Player Development (LTPD) and Key

National Themes (KNT) resources. 

MST is a crucial part of your rugby coaching. In order for it to be
further integrated into your existing coaching, it needs to be planned

and deliberate. Considering how to incorporate MST into your
coaching plan will result in you feeling more confident and effective
when applying MST. Therefore, this resource should not be used in

isolation but to aid you in the preparation and implementation of MST. 

This resource is intended to act as a reminder of the content of the 
Coach MST workshops. The mental techniques highlighted in this
resource can readily be used throughout your rugby coaching and
aren’t just limited to the activities provided here. For example, the
strategies discussed are transferable across all activities and games

within the LTPD and KNT resources. 

Consider the following when using the games inside this resource:

. What is your main goal for the practice?. What environment are you creating within your team?. What mental and physical skills do you want to develop when
training?. What deliberate and planned strategies do you have to 
develop mental skills?. What modifications/exaggerations can you make to emphasise 
the role and development of mental skills?. What will be the main challenge for the players to solve?. What will help you identify teachable moments?. What questions can you ask to promote players’ awareness of 
their mental skills?. What progressions and regressions can you make?



The MENTAL Techniques
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GOAL SETTING

This is identifying what you want to achieve and how you can achieve it. Goals are specific targets with time limits that allow you to 
record achievement. The effective use of the goal setting process should help form 
action plans that help achievement

SELF-TALK

This is the internal chat we have with ourselves, either in our head or 
out loud. Self-talk reflects our thoughts and so can contribute to feelings 
and performance. Self-talk can be included into routines and other strategies 
regularly employed

IMAGERY AND OBSERVATION

This is the internal experience we create in our minds without 
experiencing the real thing. Imagery can use all the senses (touch, sound, etc), kinaesthetic 
awareness, and emotions

CENTERING

This is a focusing technique that uses our breathing . Centering can be used for focusing, relaxation or for energising. Centering can be learned to take moments and used anywhere

ROUTINES

These are the consistent pattern of thoughts and behaviours used 
to bring about an optimal performance state. Routines can be used to plan weeks before a match or seconds before 
a skill. Routines can included imagery, self-talk, centering and other strategies



MINDFUL.An awareness of your current state. It is in the present and accepting of positive and 
negative performances. Allows us to continually and effectively achieve an 
optimal performance state

EMOTIONAL CONTROL. The ability to regulate emotions and feelings. Be the driver of your experience rather than be a passenger. Creates a positive cycle of feelings, thoughts and behaviours

KNOWING YOUR STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES. Confidence through honest and accurate self-appraisals. Based on player development not match outcome. Allows us to work to our strengths and engage in activities

TASK-FOCUSED. Focus or concentration on relevant stimulus for the task. Can vary for different tasks so may shift throughout performance. Allows mental effort on a task to be maximised

AROUSAL CONTROL. The ability to control our level of arousal. Consists of mental and physical components. Promotes effective decision making, focus, strategy use, etc

LOVE OF THE GAME!. Is the foundation for positive participation in rugby and 
optimal development. Rugby participation based on players’ own choice and love for 
the game. Promotes greater engagement, performance, enjoyment
and wellbeing.

The MENTAL Skills            
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Practice                      Wide touch

Original Objective Effectively move the ball wide and attack single defenders

MST Objective To build self-awareness and mindfulness in players

Equipment requirements
Balls    2 Bags    n/a Area  Half pitch
Cones  1 stack Suits    n/a Players 18 per game
Shields n/a Bibs     9 Time      20 minutes

Practice description. Two wide channels between the touchline and 15 metre line.. 10 attackers v 8 defenders.. Any number of touches can occur in the wide channels. However only one 
touch can occur in the middle at one time. This means that after a touch in the 
middle, the ball must be moved to the wide channel or a turnover will occur.

Hand catch - key coaching points (Remember to focus on two or three at a time)
1. Face and chest towards the ball with hands in ready position with 

outside leg forward.
2. Run straight or towards the ball with arms outstretched while tracking 

the ball with eyes.
3. Once caught, turn head to see the receiver while staying square, targeting   

chest / outside shoulder of defender.

Progression / regression guidance. Progress to limiting the number of touches in the wide channels.. Progress to increasing the number of defenders.. Regress to increasing the number of touches allowed in the middle. 7
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Being mindful means to be playing in the moment. 
Concentrating on the present requires players to free 
themselves of worry or distraction and be clear on their objectives.

Pre-activity

Short term process goals
What do I need to do to perform to my best?

Handcatch e.g. Hands and chest towards ball when catching
e.g. Focus on my position relative to teammates

In support e.g. Anticipate line breaks and provide quick support
e.g. Communicate specific information effectively

Instructional self-talk
How do I coach myself?

Eyes on ball Run straight
Eyes on man Two hands

Teachable moments
After positive performance

Highlight and reinforce the positive aspects of the performance.
Be positive! Show you are pleased and impressed with their efforts 
and achievements.  “I am really impressed with your hand-catch and overall
effort throughout the practice.  Why did it go well?”

After negative performance
Identify what caused the player to make the mistake and how the 
player can improve.  Do not judge the players. Positively frame the feedback 
with an action plan to end.  “I am really impressed with your overall effort.
How could you improve you hand-catch? So... what will you do next time?”

For players to be ‘in the present’ they need to be free of worry 
about their performance. You can help this by being accepting 
of poor performances and positively framing feedback.

What can you say?
1. To perform well, what does
each player need to focus on?
2. What is it that each player
individually wants to achieve in
this session? 

What can you do?
1. Provide sufficient information and ask
questions so that players know what
they want to achieve in the exercise.
2. Prevent making players feel overly
pressured by encouraging effort,
improvement and enjoyment.

8
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Practice                     One on one tackle

Original Objective To highlight and focus on the key factors of the individual 
tackle technique in a controlled environment

MST Objective            To learn to control emotional state during game situations

Equipment Requirements
Balls      1 per group Bags    n/a Area       40 x 30m
Cones    1 stack Suits    n/a Players    2+
Shields   n/a Bibs     8 Time       20 minutes

Practice description. Blue bibs are defenders ~ red bibs attackers. Defenders call when 
they advance, starting the attack.. Attacker to stay in square and attack and beat defender.. Progressive speed of attacker reflecting the defender’s experience.. Manipulation of attacker or defender to sides to create certain 
tackles (side / front).

Tackle technique - key coaching points (Remember to focus on two or three at a time)
1. Face up and eyes on target hip.
2. Close space quickly.
3. Sink hips - same foot - same shoulder. Shoulder contact on thigh.

Progression / regression guidance. Progress by increasing the size of the coned area to create more space 
for attacker and challenge defender’s footwork.. Regress by reducing the size of area to reinforce technique.

9
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Controlling emotions allows players to determine their 
own experience; Working with players to promote a 
positive  Thoughts _ Emotions _ Performance.

Pre-activity

Centering
Key points of centering

Become aware of your breathing
Control your breathing through the stomach 
Calm and empty mind
Focus on relevant trigger for upcoming task 
(e.g. same foot _ same shoulder)

Using positive images
Positive images can bring about positive emotions

Images can be of past experiences when the player;. performed well in spite of great pressure. overcame an obstacle to perform well

Teachable moments & providing models
After a performance

1. Recognise what went right or wrong without judging the player
2. Focus on what the player needs to do to improve the next 
performance and the skills he/she has to achieve it.

Be a role model
Being a role model with positive emotions and robust emotional 
control during times of adversity is one of the greatest lessons you 
can provide your players.

Emotions can determine our thoughts and behaviours. 
Maintaining positive emotions following poor performance is 
crucial if a player is to bounce back effectively.

What can you say?
1. What sort of emotions do you
want to have right now? 
2. Do you have that feeling? 
3. How can you get it? 

What can you do?
1. Do what you can to ensure players
are evenly matched to prevent a player
being dominated.
2. Evaluate effort and improvement
rather than the score.

M E N T A L  
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KNOW YOUR STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES
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Practice                     Diamond offload

Original Objective  Develop an understanding of support running with 
the offload

MST Objective  To develop players ability to recognise their strengths 
and weaknesses

Equipment requirements
Balls      1 per group Bags    n/a Area       20m x 20m
Cones 1 stack Suits    optional Players    6 per group
Shields optional Bibs     n/a Time       15mins

Practice description. Ball carrier to attack first defender and create and offload for either of the  
support runners on both sides.. From the pass, the new ball carrier will attack the next defender(s) - 
the trail attacker will change their ‘angle’ of run to support the ball carrier
on the free side.. Encourage ball carrier and support runners to run different lines and 
angles each time.

Offload ~ key coaching points (Remember to focus on two or three at a time)

1. Attack the space between defenders using evasive footwork or 
running hard on to the ball.

2. Support players anticipate and have hands out ready for the offload.
3. Support funnel behind ball carrier.

Progression / regression guidance. Coach can condition defenders to be more or less active.. Progress or regress by increasing the number of defenders.
11
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Knowing your strengths and your weaknesses requires 
self-awareness. This is crucial if a player is to maximise 
his/her strengths and correct weaknesses.

Pre-activity

Tracking performance goals
Setting regular performance goals allows players to monitor performance
and recognise improvement

e.g. Use dynamic leg drive to win space behind defender
e.g. Support player to be receiving ball within 2 metres

Imagery
Creating images of optimal past performances

Encouraging players to recreate positive past performances in their mind will 
reinforce their strengths

Visualising what they are about to do well
Players can rehearse what they are about to do, focusing on their strengths

Teachable moments
Use questions to provide feedback By asking questions to provide feedback,
players will be encouraged to evaluate themselves. e.g. what went well? 
What could have gone better? How can you improve?

Relate performance to past experience By relating performance to past
experiences a player will be able to see improvement

e.g. “Well done, your offloading is better today than I have seen it 
before” (and why)
e.g. “Last week you were doing really well at keeping hands up. 
Perhaps we can try that a bit more now?”

Encourage players to evaluate themselves, try two questions,
1. What have you done really well today? Why?
2. What do you need to focus on next time?

What can you say?
1. Set goals with players before
the session to help self-
monitoring.
2. What worked well last time?
Why?  

What can you do?
1. Be explicit about the aims of the
session so players can evaluate their
achievement.
2. Encourage players to discuss their
experience and performance with
other players.

M E N T A L  
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T A S K - F O C U S E D

Practice Two ball

Original Objective Swift transfer of the ball through good hand catch and 
effective decision making 

MST Objective To maintain appropriate task-focus in a game play situation

Equipment requirements
Balls      2 Bags   n/a Area  50m x 40m
Cones   1 stack Suits   n/a Players   16 max per game
Shields  n/a Bibs   8 Time      20 minutes

Practice description. Attacking team to play normal touch rules.. Defensive team to play pass-any-direction touch (can run with ball) ~ aim 
is to place the ball against the attacking team’s ball carrier.. Turnover in possession occurs with above or handling error in the 
attacking team.

Hand catch ~ key coaching points (Remember to focus on two or three at a time)
1. Fingers spread (thumbs close), hands up.
2. Early reach - Catch / grab the ball as early as possible before line of shoulder. 
3. Keep ball up between waist and chest area ~ moving the ball quickly 

across the body.

Progression / regression guidance. Coach can increase or decrease the number of defenders to progress or regress.. Coach can increase or decrease the pitch size.. Progress by increasing the number of touches before a turnover.
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Maintaining an appropriate focus during a game allows 
physical and mental effort to be directed effectively

Pre-activity

Focused images
Specific images can focus attention

Images that are very specific in content and meaning can direct attention.
e.g. During a hand catch, try focusing on hands and ball, not the opposition 

Individual self-talk statements
Positive Instructional Self-Talk to direct attention

e.g. “Hands up!” “Eyes on ball!”

Team calls 
Team calls can direct attention towards team goals

e.g. “Switch ball!”           “Wide”            “Quick hands!”

Teachable moments & providing models
Questioning focus at a stoppage

Ask players what is the most important thing to focus on at different times?
e.g. when receiving the ball, focus is on our ball not their ball or men.

Providing a role model
Being a positive role model is one of the most influential teaching tools
1. Stay focused when required, relax and joke when appropriate
2. Discuss with the players how you focus and your experience of 
being focused.

Focus can be broken by internal distractions such as negative 
emotions or confusion. Creating a positive and supportive 
environment can reduce internal distractions.

What can you say?
1. Highlight key coaching points
as focus cues when demonstrating
skills.
2. Ask what do players need to
focus on to make good decisions?

What can you do?
1. Draw attention to only essential
coaching points.
2. Emphasise execution and
performance over score.

M E N T A L  
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A R O U S A L  C O N T R O L
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Practice                      Present and clear 

Original Objective      Develops ball presentation and roles of support players 
through a game-like situation 

MST Objective           To learn to control arousal and intensity in a game situation

Equipment requirements
Balls     1 per group Bags    n/a Area       15m x 20m
Cones   1 stack Suits    3 Players    13+
Shields  6 Bibs     n/a Time       15 minutes

Practice description. Defenders in groups of three - one player in tackle suit with two defenders 
with hit shields behind.. In groups of four, attackers work up through the groups of defenders. 
The first attacking player should look to evade and drive as far as he/she can 
with the two support players clearing the two pads away.. Players either ‘pick and go’ or coach can use a player to make a clearing pass 
to a runner. . Once through the groups of defenders, attackers regroup and come 
back the other way.

Ball presentation - key coaching points (Remember to focus on two or three at a time)
1. Avoid head-on tackles by attacking the space using evasive footwork.
2. Sink hips on impact, use dynamic leg drive.
3. When eventually going to ground, try to land in prone position on top of the  

ball keeping the ball hidden from opposition.
Progression / regression guidance. Progress by having all players with suits on.. Regress by decreasing number of defenders or remove the player in suit 

until more successful.. Coach can increase or decrease amount of space to attack in. 15
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Arousal control allows players to reduce anxiety and 
increase intensity which will help decision making, 
focus and performance.

Pre-activity

Routines
Consistent routines allow for consistent arousal levels and performance.
Effective routines may involve:

Images Running hard toward the space, strong fast leg drive, 
successful offload

Self-Talk Motivating (e.g. run hard) or instructional (e.g. hit low, 
sink hips, two hands)

Centering Breathing from the stomach to increase focus and reduce tension

Centering
Centred breathing to manage arousal

Remember the key points of centering (see page 5 & 23)
Calming triggers can reduce arousal (e.g. calm, breathe, etc)
Excited triggers can increase arousal (e.g. low hit, leg drive, etc)

Teachable moments & providing models
Reflecting on arousal to build awareness

After positive and negative performances, ask players about their arousal level
e.g. How does your body/mind feel? Energetic, relaxed, tense, tight
How did your arousal level impact your performance?

Providing role models
Staying calm or showing intensity can influence your players’ arousal level.
Discuss how you control your level of activation and arousal with your players.

Many common strategies used to increase arousal (huddles, 
shouts, etc) can over-arouse some players. Being aware of 
players’ optimal arousal level can allow you to decide what 
strategies are needed for the team’s preparation and help 
them regulate their level of activation.

What can you say?
1. What is your current level of
arousal?
2. What level of arousal allows you
to play your best?
3. How do you find and maintain
this level?  

What can you do?
1. Provide a consistent environment in
which players can control their own
arousal.
2. Encourage players to practice match
routines and regulate their arousal in
training.

M E N T A L  
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L O V E  O F  T H E  G A M E
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Practice  Pass any direction touch

Original Objective      Develop hand catch passing accuracy and type of pass. Will 
also improve spatial awareness, lines of run, communication, 
decision-making and evasion

MST Objective           To develop an intrinsic sense of fun for the game

Equipment requirements
Balls     1  Bags  n/a  Area     40m x 40m
Cones   1 stack  Suits  n/a   Players  16 max per game
Shields  n/a Bibs   8  Time     15 - 20 minutes

Practice description. Run and pass in any direction.  . Scoring team keeps the ball and has to 
score in the coloured goal shouted out by the coach.. Play until a mistake is made or five touch turnover. 
One second to pass after touch is made.. Four scoring areas - only one player allowed in any area at one time.. No player can just stand in a scoring area (five second limit).. Man-to-man marking will encourage lines of run to lose defender / create space.

Hand catch - key coaching points (Remember to focus on two or three at a time)
1. Fingers spread (thumbs close), hands up.
2. Eye track on ball until into hands with a ten-point contact.
3. Chest and outside shoulder generate the follow-through and fingers 

point to target after the ball is released.

Progression / regression guidance. Progress so that the coach can determine which scoring areas to be used.. Progress to one touch turnover to challenge players.. Progress to promote that player must catch on the move to promote 
timing and accuracy of pass.. Regress decrease length of pass to be made (decrease pitch size). 17
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Playing with a ‘love of the game’ will promote a player’s 
wellbeing, enjoyment, and performance.

Pre-activity

Goals
Personal goals for young people

Set personal goals for what individual players want to get out of rugby?
e.g. Improve specific parts of their rugby performance
e.g. Make friends with team mates

Inspirational self-talk
What sort of coach are you to yourself?

Self-talk should be Positive Specific
Accepting Meaningful

Teachable moments & providing models
Following a positive episode

Highlight positive aspects of performance that the players are in 
control of e.g. improved teamwork and unit skills.

Following a negative episode
Emphasise the fun in the activity. Encourage players to be creative, 
to try and master new skills.

Provide a fun role model
Show players you enjoy and value the experience you share with 
them in rugby. 
When appropriate, grasp opportunities to share a joyous moment 
with players.

Allowing teams or groups of players to develop successful 
strategies and performances together will develop team 
cohesion and intrinsic motivation.

What can you say?
1. What do you enjoy about rugby?
2. What do you want to get out of
today’s session? 
3. What would make the session
more enjoyable for you?

What can you do?
1. Allow the players to have a
voice and input to their training.
2. Recognise and relate to players
as talented young people, not just
rugby players.

M E N T A L  
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GOAL SETTING

This is identifying what you want to achieve and how you can achieve it. Goals are specific targets with time limits that allow you to 
record achievement. The effective use of the goal setting process should help form 
action plans that help achievement

SELF-TALK

This is the internal chat we have with ourselves, either in our head or 
out loud. Self-talk reflects our thoughts and so can contribute to feelings 
and performance. Self-talk can be included into routines and other strategies 
regularly employed

IMAGERY AND OBSERVATION

This is the internal experience we create in our minds without 
experiencing the real thing. Imagery can use all the senses (touch, sound, etc) kinaesthetic 
awareness and emotions

CENTERING

This is a focusing technique that uses our breathing . Centering can be used for focusing, relaxation or for energising. Centering can be learned to take moments and used anywhere

ROUTINES

These are the consistent pattern of thoughts and behaviours used 
to bring about an optimal performance state. Routines can be used to plan weeks before a match or seconds before 
a skill. Routines can included imagery, self-talk, centering and other strategies

Effective use of The MENTAL Techniques
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GOAL SETTING

What is setting goals?
The recognition and planning of aims and objectives.
Long term outcome goals Recognise aspirations, direct training priorities
Medium term performance goals Provide confidence, enhance motivation
Short term process goals Focus attention, promote skill development

Benefits of setting goals?
These include:
Motivation Goals that players want to achieve
Confidence Goals that recognise improvement and performance
Focus Goals that require and direct attention to specific cues
Skill Development Goals help direct training effort towards desired gains

How do we use goals?
Increase goal commitment and ownership
Set goals WITH players! Not FOR players
Set achievable goals

The most effective goals are challenging and difficult but still realistic
Recognise barriers to goal attainment

Consider obstacles and make action plans to overcome them
Record goal attainment

Make sure goal attainment is recorded to boost confidence or readjust goals

Key points
Goals should be:

Specific Tell you exactly what you want to achieve
Measured Be recordable to recognise effort and improvement
Achievable Challenging but realistic
Relevant Meaningful to player’s development and enjoyment of rugby
Timed Include a deadline when a goal should be assessed and revised

External rewards for outcome goals reduce quality of 
motivation. Emphasise effort and improvement for high 
quality motivation!
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SELF-TALK

What is self-talk?
The statements and dialogue we say to ourselves

Self-Talk can be Motivational “Come on, let’s all work hard”
Technical “Hands up”

Benefits of self-talk?
Skill Development “Hands up”
Confidence “I’ve done this before”
Focus “Eyes on ball”
Determination “Run hard!”
Motivation “Have fun - this is what rugby is all about!”
Emotional Control “Breathe - next job”

How do we use self-talk?
Ask yourself “How do you coach yourself?”
1. When do you find yourself saying negative/unhelpful things?
2. What negative/unhelpful things do you currently say to yourself?
3. What positive/helpful things can you say to yourself instead?
4. Provide players with consistent and positive statements

Key points
Self-Talk should be:

Short Short statements can be said at any time
Positive Positively framed statements direct attention more effectively
Specific Clarity is important to get quick results
Meaningful What is important is the meaning of the words to the individual

Consistent self-talk can become habitual and be quick to use
Consistent team calls can be used as triggers to maintain the 
mental state of players
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IMAGERY AND OBSERVATION

What is imagery?
The images we create in our minds in the absence of the real thing

Benefits of imagery?
These include:

Skill development Rehearsal of skills
Strategy Development Rehearsal of team strategies
Motivational Overcome obstacles
Confidence ‘See’ and feel correct performances

How do we develop players’ use of imagery?

1. Start with simple, familiar and controllable images
2. Use demonstration or video to prompt images
3. Practice images so that they can be used more quickly when necessary
4. Images should replicate real life situations as much as possible

Key points
Images should often be:

Clear Realistic, vivid and accurate 
Controlled Controlling the image can help control the outcome
Multi-sensory Images can be visual, kinaesthetic, auditory, tactile etc
Positive Positive images build confidence and direct attention

Images should be tailored to the individual preference of each 
player to make sure the content is meaningful to them. 
This means giving players lots of different types of images to 
use and letting them choose what will work best for them.

Imagery, like physical skills, should be practised because 
our ability to create and control images is important for
determining our response to the image.
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CENTERING

What is it?
A quick and simple focusing exercise that requires breathing

Benefits of centering?
Attentional focus Clear the mind of distractions and focus on relevant stimulus
Emotional control Replace negative thoughts and feelings with positive ones
Arousal control Build intensity or calm down

How do we use it? Centering has some key steps

1. Focus on your breathing
Become aware and begin to control breathing

2. Breathe deeply through your stomach
Breathe through stomach and relax shoulders

3. Calm and empty mind 
Use a cue word as you breathe out to remove distractions
If distracted, refocus on controlling breathing (e.g. to calm yourself - “calm”,
“think slow”, “relax”)

4. Focus on relevant cue for upcoming task
Focus on cue word, trigger or process goal to direct attention for upcoming task 
(e.g. to focus on next task - “hands up”, “eye on the ball”, “next job”).

Key points
Cue words Develop cue words beforehand for different phases in the match
Practice Centering can be done quickly and on the move - if practiced

Centering (like all mental techniques) needs practice.

Introduce centering into training and gradually reduce time 
and increase pressure so players can develop this skill
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ROUTINES

What are routines?
Routines are controllable and repeatable sequences of thoughts and
actions that bring about consistent mental and physical states

Benefits of routines?

Confirm action plan Remind yourself of process goals and action plans
Gain physical readiness Consistent preparation ensures optimal physical state
Gain mental readiness Consistent desirable focus gains optimal mental state
Build confidence Confidence can come from a sense of preparation

How do we use routines? Consider the table below (using example of scrum)

Phase Desired State Strategy

Scrum called Confirm scrum strategy Focus on scrum process goals

Scrum forms Correct bindings Check bindings with pack
Confident, prepared Imagery of past successful scrum

Crouch, touch, Correct body position Check posture
set focused, aggressive Simple motivational self-talk

Scrum engagement

1. What do you/the players want to achieve from a routine?
2. How long can the routine last? Can that be broken down?
3. How can you structure a routine to achieve your desired physical and 
mental state?

Key points
Incorporate physical and mental components
Be consistent in content and timings
Use simple repeatable techniques
Be flexible to changing circumstances

Competitive routines should be practised in ever increasingly 
pressured training situations before being used in matches.

.
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